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inary" are poles apart, for his career
that he has carved in the world of
art can far more suitably be described as extraordinary.
While Louis Rosenthal's
exquisite
miniatures
have attained
such international
recognition
that many people come to Baltimore,
to gaze at
Johns Hopkins Hospital first and his
figur-ines next, he is at present engaging in research whiich might we.I
revolutionize
the hstherto
'accepted
concepts of sculpture.
For it is his belief that he has discovered a process in plastics which
will make it possible to Bast a s.atue or any other form of sculpture,
however tremendous
or massive, in
a plastic that is just as durable and
enduring
at about a tenth of tno
cost of the metal
employed nowadays.
F'urtherrnore,
it will be poesi ble to
select any color desired in utilizlng
this plastic procedure
for sculpture,
Mr. Rosenthal
observes.
According
to the prominent
personalities
and
author-ities who have checked
Mr.
Rosenthal's
assertions
and
actual
plastic samples, these
arc not just
words that are being lightly tossed
around for the mere sake of sound
or conversation.
The many honors that have come
his way after many years of privation amply illustrate
that his is a
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whose miniatures
have attained
extensive fame might be satdsf ied to
rest on his laurels and accomplishments without
seeking new worlds
to "conquer". But it so happens thot
Louis
Rosenthal,
the
sculptor
in
question, and anything that is "crd-
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Louis Rosenthal
was born in the
village of Plungyan,
in the province
of Kovrio in Lithuania.
At six
he
knew most of the Old Testament,
at
nine he startled
his father and his
father's expert German mechanic by
solving
a
problem
in
cogwheels
which they had worked over in despair. He was fond of roaming
in
the forest and on such occasions he
would invariably
take
along
his
pocket knife to carve his imag ina~ive designs on the trees.
That practice was symbolic of the
outstanding
position he was destined
to carve for himself in the realm of
art.
Mr. Rosenthal came to New York
at the age of nineteen.
Wrth in a short time he decided to
establish his horne in Baltimore. He
came to the attention
{If Ephraim
Keyser, head of the Rinehart
School
of Sculptue of the Maryland
Institute, who was deeply impressed with
his talent and that led to the award
of a four-yew- scholarship for Rosenthal.
It was in 1918 th",t Mr. Rosenthal
found the metier that was to make
him famous. He began to model tiny
figures in black wax. But he COUld
find nobody who could cast them in
metal so that the metal would not
shrink and spoil
the surface.
For
three years he labored to devise his
own process before tapping the secret.
Here hi how a noted writer has given his impressions,
in "The International Studio", of Rosenthal's
SCUlPture : "The very nature of this cculptor's art is so unusual that in the
first amazement
at
its diminutiveness the intrinsic
beauty and power
of these
minute
masterpieces
are
apt to be overlooked.
. . The artist,
without
the aid of microscope
or
other extraneous'
paraphernalia,
proceeds directly to his plastic task in
the same way as any other sculptor;
only instead of the moist clay
4uses black wax for hi'S building ~
terial,
An
ordinary
pearl-handled
pocket-knife
is his only tool, ami
with this simple and seemingly limited
equi-pment
he
fashions
his
figurines with a skill that is virtuosic indeed. . . The size of these
-figure compositions
range from
a
scant
Eve-eighths
of an Inch
to
perhaps a full two or three inches.
In case of the larger groups, Rosenthal manages
to introduce a large
number of figures witrrin this LUllputian }limits withcut sacrificing
a
jot of style or
breadth
of plastic
concept ...
Sometimes he is in gay
and sportive mood as the many froldck ing' fi,.&ures of woodland
sprttes
and personahties
that
he
evokes
from the warm wax eloquently testify; or again he takes themes of high
significance,
of deep
metaphysical
content for his pieces, themes that
bring out often the
strong
racial
note that lies beneath
the surface
of his thought, that echo something
of the many sharp
experiences
of
his student days when the struggle
to make good was seemingly
wrthout fruit."
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To truly appreciate
the beauty of
Rosenthal's
miniatures
or
other
forms of
sculpture,
word
images
however powerful or descriptive will
not suffice. Y{lU must see them for
yourself, as well as study them
at
close range, while benefitting
from
the ardent
and enthusiastic
narration {If their creator,
in order
to
enjoy to the fullest their beauty and
messag-e.
Some may find {If special interest
euch diversified
subjects as Elijah,
Beethoven,
The Shadchouim,
Reb

46, 19:>I

Yossel, Steinmetz, Life ill Lithuania
and many others. Nor should
one
overlook
the
lovely
examples
of
SCUlpture not cast as .yet in bronze,
called "The First Kiss" 'Or the dramatic "Hand".
Visitors spending some !time in the
studio of Mr. Roserrthal now located
'at 320 North Charles Street, would
undoubtedly
also be attracted
to his
satirical conception showing the God
{If War
auctioning
off Napoleon's
clothes and horse. A Frenchwoman,
while gazing at that creation
Mr.
Rosenthal
recalls, wanted co know
"why I had picked
on
Napoleon.
And do you know what I said to
her? I said, 'Madame, I chose only
the greatest
for my lilbtle )okes'."
The lady seemed satisfied
with the
reply.
One of Rosenthal's
most savage
diatribes
agadnst
war is his
"Viet{lry"--one-and-a-half
inch
likeness
<If Alexander, Caesar and Napoleon
holding woft a dead woman, Victory,
with her wings outstretched.
'n1e
Interviewer
wonders what m-ight be
Stalin's reactions if he ever had the
chance to study this symbol of war
and its "fruits".
Mr. Rosenthal has had exhibit ions
at the GIbbs Oal.ery,
the Na'lOnal
Galleries, tne Corcoran
Gallery and
the Greek Embassy in Washington .
He is the only Americun member of
the
Roya.l
Society
of
Miniature
Painters,
Sculptors
and bmgL'avers
of England.
About tweruty years ago Hollywood,
hew-ing scmewhat
belatedly
of his
fame, paged him f{lr work and gold.
But the sculptor VIas not destined to
staylong
in the tinsel c;ty of glamor. For rather
than fo llow customtailored plans that were outlined for
him instead of a basic
philosophy
that worships at the shrine of truth
however
bitter or painluJ,
evolved
after
long years of
"Blood, sweat,
,t{lil and tears" he decided to call it
quits and forsake
the fleshpots
{If
f ilmland.
The
miniature
cr eat.ion
"Hollywood" that he ,'- later
cr eaj.ed
serves as an uncompromising
indict. merut {If the many Eves 1iliat are so
carelessly
tossed into ,the cruel Moloch of Horlywood,
ephemeral
fame.
In this connection
it
is worth
noting that during Mae West's y,isioi
to Baltimore a year ago, Mr.· Rosenthal dug up a min iature version of
the voluptuous lady th",t was started
nineteen years ago. In dealing with
some {If his subjects
the
sculptor
works at a leisurely pace and a decade may disappear
mao the pag e s
of time before a project is finished.
Mae obc:'g.ingly posed for some addit.iorral touches although i,t is a moot
question when and if this partcuiar
work will ever be completed.
Mr.
Roserrthal reveals that
this figurine
involves in fact a figure in biblical
hietory rather
than America's concribution
to furthering
the exploits
of Catherine
the Great.

.

His creamoris
have
earned
f.or
Louis Roserrthal the critics' acclaim
as "the greatest
living sculptor
of
miniature
bronzes." At a recent exhlbitlon of one hundred pieces ~.f his
bronzes the entire
exhibit occupied
the space of little more ,than 4 square
Feet.
The
products
{If his
art
may be found in all parts
of' the
world. if. collectron
of his 'miniature bronzes owned by the late philanthropist
Jacob Epstein
are
~QW
the property of the Baltimore 'Museum of Art.

Jerome B. Wolf
who has been in the employ .f
the Jewish Times for the past
nineteen years, is continuing ill
the same capacity as our rp.nresentative in charge of sub. scription collections.

